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In this presentation, we explain the concept of gain filtering,
its theoretical modeling and experimental demonstration.
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Abstract:
Scaling fiber lasers to higher output powers is limited by the onset of nonlinear effects and damage. Both of these problems can be
mitigated by increasing the fiber core diameter, resulting in a larger mode and thus reduced intensity. However such fibers tend to
operate in the multi-mode regime. Many loss filtering techniques have been applied in order to eliminate the undesired modes from the
output of the fiber. Such techniques are ultimately limited when scaling to larger core diameters, which places a limitation on either the
modal discrimination or the laser efficiency. As such, commercial high-power fiber laser systems are limited to fibers with 25-um core
diameter. In this presentation, we explain the concept of gain filtering, whereby gain is preferentially given to the desired mode,
resulting in lossless mode filtering. Theoretical modeling is used to reveal the underlying physics of the concept. Numerical simulations
predict excellent beam quality and show that the technique is robust, allowing the scaling of fiber core to 100-um diameter with power
levels beyond the kW-level. We also present the first direct experimental demonstration of the gain filtering concept. Comparison of
conventional and gain-filtered fiber lasers shows a drastic improvement in beam quality using gain filtering, resulting in near diffractionlimited operation at all power levels.
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